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COMMANDER’S CALL
To the entire NCMSS
team, which includes the Hilton of Springfield, our club
members, the many exhibitors, vendors, visitors, and
fellow clubs, thank you all for
your participating in the
NCMSS 58th annual Washington Show. By all counts the
show was a big hit thanks to
the planning, preparation,
and execution of our great
club members. Thank you all
for stepping up when we
needed you most. Dave Hoffman has posted a complete

list of awards earned and our
Webmaster and photographer, Mike Fleckenstein, has
posted some great photos of
the show on our website,
check them out at:
https://www.ncmssclub.org/a
nnual-show . We were all
blessed to enjoy some great
art work on the exhibition room tables, we look
forward to much more next
year. Planning has already
begun for our 59th annual
show, more to follow shortly

on our website, stay tuned.
Wishing you all happy building
and painting!
Paint on!
Burt

Worthy Reads
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A N D T H E A WA R D G O E S T O . ..

58th Annual Washington
Show Report
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Congratulations to everyone who received recognition at the 58th Annual NCMSS Washington Show!
Award winners are listed below:

MEETING NOTICE
Every Fourth Wednesday

September 25, 2019
7:30-10:00 PM
Thomas Edison
High School
5801 Franconia Road
Alexandria, VA
Room E-112

AWARD

Sponsored by

Winner

People’s Choice Best of Show

NCMSS

David Vickers—Victory and Contempt

Judges Best of Show

NCMSS

Jon Baer—Sazabi

Best U.S. Marine Figure

Data Machines Corp.

Len Russo—USMC BAR Gunner, Korea

TRIAEM

Robert Huettner—Take 10

The 75th Anniversary of D-Day
Memorial Award

The Long Island Historical
Miniatures Collectors Society

Robert Prokop—“OK, We’ll Go”

Wargame Award (For best “game playable”

Huzzah Hobbies

David Luff—Sherman M4-76 “Easy 8”

Huzzah Hobbies

David Stewart—MSA-003-Nemo M6

Best Bust Award

Michael Pierce (NCMSS)

Jose Martinez—T. E. Lawrence

Best World War I Figure

Richmond IPMS

Glenn Merritt—WWI 100 Years Display

Best Napoleonic / Red Lancer Award

NCMSS

Glenn Merritt—British Officer, 95th Rifles

NCMSS

Peter Espada—M4 Sherman

(For best painted figure of a U.S. Marine)

Best U.S. Infantryman Figure
(For best painted U.S. Infantryman, any era)

wargame figure or ordnance)

PAINTER’S CLUB
Every Third Saturday

Sept. 21, Saturday
12:00-4:00 PM
Small Conf Room
Mason District Gov. Center/
Police Station
6507 Colombia Pike
Annandale, VA 22003
Fairfax County.Gov

Gundam Award
(For the best painted Gundam all scales)

(Given in memory of Chuck Robinson)

Blast from the Past Award
(For the best-painted figure or figures from a kit
first produced more than 25 years ago)

(...continued on page 2)
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AND

THE

A WA R D G O E S T O . . .

AWARD

August
MOTM
“Mug-of-the-Month”

(CONTINUED)

Winner

Junior—Pewter Medal

Pedro Antonio, F. Laurenco, Destiny Kui

Historical Painters Division—Bronze Medal

Randy Corish—Entire Display

Historical Painters Division—Silver Medal

Cesar Rodriguez—Maximus
Harry Crossley—Navy Seal
Robert Huettner—Legio X
William Herd—Stand or Fall Waterloo
Zack Becker—Irish Knight
Wayne Grunberg—Display
Phil Villanueva—Display
Norb Lustine—Display
James Eicker—Max Wünsche
Dean Hoffman—Display

Historical Painters Division—Gold Medal

David Hoffman—Display
David Vickers—Russian Tank Commander
Rick Sanders—Battle of Tannenberg
John Jeffries—Display
Jose Martinez—Imperial Palace Guard
Glenn Merritt—Display
Jim Sisk—Nihang warrior

Best Historical Painters

Jim Sisk—Nihang warrior

Historical Open Division—Bronze Medal

William Herd—Italian Knights 1500

Historical Open Division—Silver Medal

Len Russo—Rajput Zamidar
Michael Pierce—The Inexpensive Hessian
Zach Becker—Umbrian Warrior

Historical Open Division—Gold Medal

John Jeffries—American Mountain Man

Best Historical Open

John Jeffries—American Mountain Man
(...continued on page 15)

CLUB NEWS
Roman Decurion
by David Hoffman

Quarterly Swap
Meet
Held during meetings

Feb
May
Aug
***Nov***
Bring items to sell,
swap or give away!

MEETING MINUTES
28 August 2019
Networking & Setup
[18:45-19:38]

Bob is sorting through donations to emphasize the best
quality items for the show.

Call to Order, Old / New Business
[19:35-1950]
Dave Hoffman began the
meeting.

Parade Ground
[19:50-20:15]
Participants included Jerry
Joria, Jim Pratt, Tom Jett,
Norb Lustine, and David Hoffman. David garnered the
MoM.

Darci updated the members
on the status of vendors attending and show layout.

Monthly Presentation
[20:15-21:00]
David gave a presentation on
painting faces with oils.

Nick S. offered volunteers to
help with setup/takedown.

Conclusion
[21:15]
After some informal conversation the meeting adjourned.

Bob P. noted changes to the
raffle from last year. You don’t
have to be present to win.
2

Attendees
Jim Pratt, Jim Richey, Spencer
LeBlanc, Gerard Joria, Mike
Donohue, Norb Lustine, Bob
Prokop, Jenny Young, Grant
Berry, Warren Yaun, Darla
Yaun, Tom Jett, David Hoffman, Darci Hoffman,
Submitted by David Hoffman,
NCMSS Adjutant
<bpchasseur@comcast.net >
240 912-6499
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Data Machines Corp. specializes in designing, building, and using cloud architectures to engineer and share solutions to difficult problems in data analytics, dev-ops, machine intelligence, and data science.

From acquisition planning to development and execution, TRIAEM LLC
provides the quality services needed to ensure your organization's success.

IPMS WASHINGTON D.C. CHAPTER

Long Island
Miniature
Collectors Society

...and to the NCMSS friends and members who have generously donated
their time and/or funds to the cause…
The Young Marines, Michael Pierce, Jim Richey, Bob Prokop, Grant Berry, Bob Petrillo, Nick Strocchia, Joe Bles, R.K. Bluhm,
Burt Thompson, Scotte Turner, Mike Donohue, Tim Stormer, James Pratt, Jennifer Young , Warren & Darla Yaun, David & Darci Hoffman
3
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EVENTS

AND

The National Capital
Model Soldier Society

"The Army has served
American citizens for 244
years, protecting the freedoms that are precious to all
of us. Millions of people have
served in the Army, and this
museum gives us the chance
to tell their stories to the public, and show how they have
served our nation and our
people," said acting Secretary
of the Army Ryan D. McCarthy.
In addition to the historic
galleries, the museum's Army
and Society Gallery will include stories of Army innovations and the symbiotic relationship between the Army, its
civilian government and the
people. The Experiential
Learning Center will provide a
unique and interactive learning space for visitors of all
ages to participate in handson geography, science, technology, engineering and math
(G-STEM) learning and teambuilding activities.
"This state-of-the art museum will engage visitors in
the Army's story -- highlighting
how the Army was at the birth
of our nation over 240 years
ago, and how it continues to
influence our everyday lives,"
said Ms. Tammy E. Call, the

Member benefits include:








Friendly monthly meetings where we
share our knowledge of history,
painting, and modeling
Monthly guest speakers
Painter’s Club—A monthly opportunity
to get together with other painters to
share tips and techniques
Monthly Dispatch newsletter
The NCMSS Washington Show
Affordable dues

What are you waiting for?

Welcome to the club!

P L AC E S

National Museum of the
United States Army
Fort Belvoir, Virginia
Opening June 4, 2020
On August 28, 2019 the
U.S. Army announced that the
National Museum of the United States Army will open to
the public on June 4, 2020.
The National Museum of
the United States Army will be
the first and only museum to
tell the 244-year history of the
U.S. Army in its entirety. Now
under construction on a publicly accessible area of Fort
Belvoir, Virginia, admission to
the museum will be open to
the public with free admission.
The museum will tell the
Army's story through Soldier
stories. The narrative begins
with the earliest militias and
continues to present day.

museum's director. "The National Museum of the United
States Army will be stunning,
and we can't wait to welcome
visitors from around the world
to see it."
The museum is a joint
effort between the U.S. Army
and the Army Historical Foundation, a non-profit organization. The Army Historical
Foundation is constructing
the building through private
funds. The U.S. Army is providing the infrastructure, roads,
utilities and exhibit work that
transform the building into a
museum.
The Army will own and
operate the museum 364
days a year (closed December
25). Museum officials expect
750,000 visitors in the first
year of operation. A timedentry ticket will be required.
Free timed-entry tickets will
assist in managing anticipated crowds and will provide the
optimum visitor experience.
More information on ticketing
will be available in early
2020.
For more information, visit the
museum's website at
http://www.theNMUSA.org.
To view a video of the National Museum of the United
States Army, go to
https://youtu.be/rGjrw7kDLs.

4
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E V E N T S A N D P L AC E S

Dahlgren Heritage Museum—Base History Tour
3540 James Madison Pkwy,
King George, VA
October 19 @ 11:00 am 12:30 pm
John Adolphus Dahlgren
possessed enormous persistence, drive, and self discipline. He gave American sailors something they never had
before: an unshakeable faith
in their guns, a faith justified
by the existence of an organization founded on the idea
that systematic research and
development could produce
safer and more powerful
weapons. That idea was
Dahlgren’s most important
contribution to the American
naval tradition.
The Dahlgren Heritage
Foundation’s vision is “To
generate a public understand-

(CONT…)
Red Bank Battlefield
National Park

ing of the impact the community and U.S. Navy base at
Dahlgren, Virginia, have had
in using science and technology to strengthen national defense, particularly through
support for war fighters.”
Please arrive at the Museum at 10:45 am for a
prompt 11:00 am departure.
All tours will last approximately 90 minutes. Your visit will
include stops at seven (7)
significant points of history at
Dahlgren and conclude with a
guided tour of the museum.
Cost is free but donations are
accepted.
Tours are first come, first
served and can be booked on
www.eventbrite.com (search
for Dahlgren Heritage Museum) or by calling the Museum
at 540-663-3680.

“18th Century Field Day”
100 Hessian Ave Natl Park,
NJ, October 27, 10:00 am 3:00 pm
Celebrate America’s heroes at the Assault on Fort
Mercer Reenactment, part of
the 18th Century Field Day on
October 27, 2019 at Red
Bank Battle Field Park in National Park, NJ. 18th Century
Field Day is a wonderful tradition that begins with a 10
mile run from Haddonfield to
National Park that mirrors the
run that Jonas Cattel made in
1777 when he went to warn
the American patriots the
Hessians were coming to
attack Fort Mercer.
Call (856) 853-5120 for
more information!

H O B B Y C A L E N DA R 2 01 9 / 20 2 0
OCT

 Oct 11-13 — MMSI Chicago Show Military Miniature Society of Illinois, Chicago, IL
 Oct 26-27 -- Great Scale Model Train and Railroad Collectors Show Timonium, MD
 Oct 26 — 22nd International Paper Modelers Convention Sterling, VA
 Oct 26 — Air & Scare National Air & Space Museum, Udvar-Hazy Center, Chantilly, VA

NOV

 Nov 15-16 — LIMCS Long Island Miniature Collectors Society, Freeport, NY

FEB
2020

 Feb 8 — JAXCON 2020 IPMS First Coast, Jacksonville, FL
 Feb 21-23 — Atlanta Military Figure Society 2020 Show, Marietta, GA
 Feb 29 — Scrum Con, Silver Spring, MD
 Feb 29 — Old Dominion Open Model Show & Contest, Richmond, VA

MAR
2020

 Mar 21 — AtlantaCon 2020 IPMS Atlanta & IPMS Marietta, Marietta, VA

If you know of any upcoming events that you would like people to know about, please contact Adjutant David Hoffman
at bpchasseur@comcast.net and we’ll add the date to our calendar.

5
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PARADE GROUND
August “Mug-of-the-Month”
WINNER

Augus 2019
Parade Ground Participants
James Pratt, Tom Jett, Gerry Joria
Norb Lustine, David Hoffman
Photos by Jim Richey

“Roman Cavalry Decurion c. 200 a.d.”
by David Hoffman

D AV I D H O F F M A N

David brought in another Pegaso
75mm mounted figure, this time their Roman Cavalry Decurion c. 200ad. The figure
depicts a Roman officer in what was called
“sports armor” from the Hippika Gymnasia
or “horse exercises”. Beautifully sculpted
with plenty of detail on the highly decorated
armor, the kit gives you the option of painting the face or using the mask provided that
was used in these games. Some historians
argue that these masks and armor were
sometimes worn in combat, and examples
have been found all over the world where
Roman auxiliary cavalry were stationed.
David painted the piece mostly in oils
except the armor, which was executed with
Gunze Sangyo Mr. Metal Iron/stainless
steel and Valejo Brass. He traced out a
shield design and transferred it to the black
painted shield with white charcoal pencil.
David also brought in an FER Miniatures 1/12 bust of T.E. Lawrence, also
painted in oils. A great likeness and really
fun to paint!
6
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PARADE GROUND
J A M E S P R AT T
Jim Prat brought in a Phoenix
Phollies figure of a mermaid he
painted awhile back using enamels. The skin tones were beautifully done, which is critical when
doing these. The Phoenix Phollies
series in 80mm was (and still is)
very popular.
While the female subject
matter is somewhat “risqué” to
some, these figures are beautifully
sculpted and fun to paint. Jim
had quite a few of these kits for
sale at the show. I’m sure you can
contact him if interested in one!

TOM JETT
Thom Jett, who attended his
first meeting with us while he is
currently working in the D.C. area,
brought in a WIP (work in progress)
of an Andrea Miniatures Fallschirmjäger, 1940 in 1/35 scale.
Thom is painting in acrylics
and took a seminar recently sponsored by Andrea where he says he
learned a lot. He’s had a great time
putting together and painting this
nicely sculpted figure. We’re looking forward to seeing the finished
product displayed at a future club
meeting!

7
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PARADE GROUND
G E R RY J O R I A
A beautifully scratch-built World War I
Italian Carproni Bomber was shown by
Gerry Joria. Always one to bring in some
great subjects, Gerry was inspired by a
museum display of the bomber. Unable to
find a kit of this plane, he decided to create one using a paper model as a template.
A restored version of the actual plane
can be found at the National Museum of
the Air Force in Dayton, Ohio. An article
detailing the plane can be found on the
National Museum of the United States Air
Force website.
Gerry did a superb job of crafting this
piece. Any WWI plane can be a daunting
project out of a box, let alone a complex
three engine bomber like this...and Gerry
did it from scratch. Magnifico!

8
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PARADE GROUND
NORB LUSTINE
Norb Lustine brought in a 150mm Verlinden Medieval Knight that he estimates he
painted about 20 years ago. The piece has
obviously stood the test of time. Sculpted by
Mike French, it’s a fine example of a medieval
subject. This period is one of Norb’s specialties, along with the later Landsknechts.
Titled “French Knight, Sack of Constantinople 1203”, Norb did a spectacular job on
the shield, incorporating gold leaf and achieving great detail. Norb challenged the attendees to find a mistake he made, but no
one could. Norb later revealed that he had
misspelled “Constantinople” on the name
plate. Obviously, we were too enamored with
Norb’s excellent painting techniques to notice
his less than perfect spelling abilities.
.

Norb Lustine’s

Modelling Tip-of-the-Month!
Our esteemed member Norb Lustine suggested
we add a ‘hints and tips’ feature to the Dispatch. Norb
said, “as a reader of Fine Scale Modeler magazine, I
always looked forward to the hints and tips column. In
that connection, I think that such a column would be
well received by the readership.” We couldn’t agree
more, Norb! NCMSS members have a wealth of
knowledge to draw from and we’re putting out the call
to send in your ideas!
For our first “Tip-of-the-Month” installment, we
have Norb’s idea that he shared at our last meeting.
Using a large sewing needle and a piece of wooden
dowel, Norb fashioned a handy superglue applicator.
Norb states, “It makes possible a precise application
of the glue where you want it (hopefully).”
This is a very useful tool that helps you avoid
those messy globs of cyanoacrylate glue that we’ve all
experienced when using the tube applicator or a toothpick.
In modelling discussion pages some have suggested sticking needles in large pencil erasers which

gives you a similar tool. The advantage to using Norb’s
method of securing needles in wooden dowels, rather
than erasers, is stability. The dowels are easier to hold
comfortably as well.
Thank you Norb for this handy tool idea!

9
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Notables...

WORTHY READS
FROM THE HOFFMAN FAMILY LIBRARY

Houses of the Founding
Fathers: The Men Who
Made America and the
Way They Lived

The Napoleonic Art of Keith Rocco
Written by Peter Harrington
Illustrations by Keith Rocco
For more information on the artist
and his work, visit

KeithRocco.com

Artist
Preservation Group

ton, Adams, and Hamilton,
along with the homes of many
other signers of the Declaration of Independence or the
Constitution. At sites from
Maine to Georgia, with stops
in each of the thirteen colonies, the grand story of the
Revolution emerges from
unique and individual domestic perspectives. Houses overlooking the sea, in busy townscapes, or atop mountains
reveal these patriots’ tastes in
architecture, furniture, and
horticulture. There are tales of
friends and enemies, murderous relatives, reluctant revolutionaries, adoring wives, and
runaway servants. The founding families are brought to life
in the rituals of birth and
death, the food they ate, the
archaic medical practices
they endured, their household
arrangements, and the way
their slaves lived.
Houses of the Founding Fathers offers a penetrating look
at the private lives of the men
whose ideas ignited an insurrection against England—and
who helped create the mod-

By Hugh Howard, with photographs by Roger Straus III,
354 pps, Artisan, New York,
NY, 2007
According to the book’s
inside cover:
“When they declared
independence in Philadelphia
in 1776, they changed the
course of Western history. But
the patriots—landowners,
merchants, and professional
men who hailed from towns,
cities, and plantations scattered along the eastern seaboard—had private lives too,
quite apart from the public
deeds we know so well. In this
breathtaking volume, historian Hugh Howard and photographer Roger Straus examine
the everyday lives of the
Founding Fathers. Houses of
the Founding Fathers takes
us on an eye-opening tour of
forty stately eighteenthcentury houses. We see the
mansions of such legendary
figures as Jefferson, Washing-

burg: A Journey in Time. In the
20 years since Journey, Frassanito has uncovered many
more never-before published
photos of people and places
significant to Gettysburg’s
early history as well as new
information on commonly
known photos, presented in a
clear form.”
The Shriver House of
Gettysburg says, “The longawaited companion to Gettysburg: A Journey in Time. This
book examines the when,
why, how, and by whom one
of the greatest battlefields in
the world was documented
when the field still looked
essentially as it did at the
time of the battle. Frassanito
focuses on the period between 1859 and 1869. With
over 300 illustrations, including 150 historical scenes and

“The Artist Preservation Group is a gathering of
like-minded historical artists whose mission is
to...aide in the preservation and restoration of
threatened historical sites and/or artifacts.”
For more information on how you can help,
make a donation, or become a member, visit
the Artist Preservation Group website.

Early Photography at
Gettysburg
By William A Frassanito,
436pps, Thomas Publications, 1995
The Gettysburg Museum
of History describes this book
as the “companion to Gettys10

ern world.”
Although it is not a travel
guide in the traditional sense,
the book is a good reference
for helping to plan a trip. It
provides the addresses and
phone numbers of the homes
that are open to the public.
On a side note, if you’ve
ever thought about doing a
shadow box of a founding
father in his study, this book
is loaded with ideas.
Houses of the Founding
Fathers is more than just a
coffee table book with color
pictures. It’s Revolutionary
War history from a more personal “hearth and home”
perspective. —Darci H.

portraits not reproduced in
the author's previous works,
this book is a must for all
Gettysburg and Civil War historians.” Nuff said. —Darci H.
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KIT INSPECTION
Review by Mike Thomas
Further, the angle for the arms is crucial, with
little or no leeway. There is also one very
small component of the kit, easily missed. It
is the tie lace for the helmet cheek guards.
The cheek-guards themselves would also
have to be attached after the face had been
painted.
What about accuracy? Well, there is one
major error here. Fortunately, this is relatively
easy to correct, although it is somewhat fiddley. The lace holding the girdle plates together is wrongly modelled. A single lace is shown
joining the girdle plate tie hooks together
from top to bottom. Think about this if you
will. If this single lace is cut (a not unlikely
scenario in a battle), then the whole thing will
hang open – which I would imagine is the

The one major difficulty with the
kit is the positioning of the arms.
Optio, Legio XX Valeria Victrix,
Britannia, AD 61
Manufacturer: Fernando Ruiz Miniatures
Order code: MHB00013
Scale/Size: 1/12
Designer: Ramon Martinez

For a resin bust, this is a complex kit,
with quite a few pieces involved – 11 in all.
For the most part, there is little to clean up
and surface detail is excellent. The one exception is the main part, comprising the upper body and cloak, where there is a socking
great lump of resin at the bottom to have to
remove – although I suppose it could be left
in place and just painted black. The fit of the
various parts is logical, but I would suggest
that the holes for two side feathers be drilled
out as they are not really deep enough. Further to this, the hole in the top of the helmet
to accept the crest needs to be slightly deeper, although here my personal preference
would be to replace the vertical
part of the crest with some
brass rod as the crest is a big
piece and the vertical member
is quite thin.
The one major difficulty
with the kit is the positioning of
the arms. As can be seen from
the illustration, the arms are
held across the chest, holding
the ‘hasta’ (the rank badge for
the option). This makes it difficult to paint the body behind.

very last thing that the soldier wants to occur!
Each pair of plates in the girdle would have
had its own separate lace, surely? It would
not be difficult to file/cut away the offending
lace and replace it with individual laces – just
(as I said), somewhat of a fiddle to do.
Finally, what does this helmet represent
in the litany of Roman helmets? Robinson
classified this as a “Imperial Italic helmet,
Type D”. This example was found in the Rhine
at Mainz and shows the heavy decoration of
applied bronze sheet designs. However, it
should be noted that the helmet, as displayed
in the museum at Worms, appears to be
black so far as the iron is concerned. This is
because the iron has been treated with a
layer of a paint using phosphoric acid, which
prevents the iron from rusting further. They
original would, of course, have been “iron”
coloured.
In summary, this is a very nice piece of
work. With careful painting and assembly, it
will make up into a striking figure. Don’t be
too hung up on the title; there is nothing to
identify this figure as a soldier
of the 20th Valeria Victrix at the
AD 43 invasion of Britannia. It
could be a soldier of just about
any legion of the second half of
the 1st CAD. An “optio”, btw,
was the second-in-command of
a century and the name is derived from the Latin word
“optare” – meaning ‘to choose
for office’. These soldiers were
picked by the centurion as his
deputy. —MT
11
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Painting Fleshtones and Faces with Artist Oils
Presentation by David Hoffman

August 22, 2019 club meeting
presentation on fleshtones and painting
faces with artist oils.
Approaches to painting flesh tones
are as varied as anything else in this
hobby. Your choice of mediums, scale,
subject matter, and individual painting
style will influence your methods. I have
always enjoyed the flexibility and working
time of artist oils. The following is a brief
outline of how I like to proceed. Further
information can be found in various magazine articles. Two good guides are Shep
Paine’s book Building and Painting Scale
Figures and an article by Phil Kessling in
Historical Miniature Magazine, issue
#14 (reprinted on the TimeLines forum).
At the end of this presentation I have
listed some of my favorite flesh mixes
and colors.

ahead.

 Put in iris using black, then inside

with eye color, re-touch edge of iris
or eye color as needed.
 "cut in" the eye/outline edges of the
upper (darker) and lower (lighter)
lids with burnt umber.
 Add pupil with black with very good
brush or toothpick point, then add
catch light with pure white last.
Eye Tips
 Painting eyes is like shooting at the
range, you have to be comfortable.

The Basecoat
After you’ve primed the figure, apply your
base coat before you begin detailed flesh
and face painting.
 Always undercoat the area first with
a good fleshtone color. I use enamel
such as Humbrol’s flesh. This is a
good foundation to start from for a
medium complexioned Caucasian.
 When using enamels as an undercoat, be sure to let them dry at the
very least overnight to prevent any
lifting when you are painting over
them with oils.
 When doing a dark complexioned
figure, I will undercoat with a close
approximate that is darker than
Humbrol flesh, such as wood, tan,
brown, or darker.
 Vallejo Acrylics can also be used as
a basecoat and have a wide range
of flesh colors that work well.

First paint the eye on the figure closest to your painting hand. This minimizes the possibility of mistakes.
Some people turn the figure upside
down to paint the corresponding
eye, rather than trying to reach
across the figure’s nose to paint.
 Catchlight is caused by reflection of
light on the orb of the eyeball. Painting this dot will add a tremendous
amount of life. Place it at the top,
left or right depending on which way
the eye is looking.
 Larger figures and busts should
have a light coat of gloss clear applied once the eyes are fully dry.
 Remember how much of the
iris/pupil is actually seen, it is slightly covered by both the upper and
lower eyelids (more so upper than
lower). Ignoring this fact will guarantee a bug-eyed look.

Chart from model painter Jim Capone showing a good step-by-step
painting guide for eyes.

Paint the Eyes First!
The eyes are the most important part of
a face, and perhaps the first thing anyone looks at.
 Basecoat eye in an “off white” acrylic (flesh+white)
 If the eyes on the figure are poorly
defined or not sculpted, you can use
the “cross method” to locate where
the pupils, etc., should be in relation
to other parts of the face. (See page
25 of Shep Paine’s book for a detailed explanation.)
 Changing eye pupil position can add
variety and more natural appearance instead of staring straight

Mark Benette’s Eye Chart Guide shows another good step-by-step basic guide with items M, N, & O showing ways to apply
catch lights for differing effects.
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Painting Fleshtones and Faces with Artist Oils
(continued...)

The Palette
Good artist oils make painting easier. Finer
pigments have a better consistency, coverage, and vibrancy. I recommend:
 Winsor Newton
 Rembrandt
 Old Holland
 Sennelier, Daniel Smith, Holbein, etc.

Flesh Color Mixes
The “Old School Tried and True” base
flesh color mix is burnt sienna, gold ochre,
and titanium white. Over the years I’ve found
that I prefer using a different blend of colors.
My favorites are as follows:
 Base: Naples yellow reddish extra
(Rembrandt) + flesh ochre (Senellier) +
Mars brown (W&N)
 Medium Shadows: Mars brown +burnt
sienna
 Deeper Shadows: brown madder alizarin
 Deepest Shadows: sepia extra
(Rembrandt)
 Highlights: titanium white + jaune brilliant + Naples yellow light
 Highest Highlights: titanium white
 Cheeks: Add a little cadmium red
 Lips: Add a little alizarin crimson

Washington Ship Model Society
WSMS was founded in 1929 and is the
oldest continuously active ship model club
in the United States. Visit their website at
DCShipModelSociety.org

My Own Palette
 coffee can lids, lids of all sorts are my
favorite palettes
 use separate palettes for each task
 try to do your painting in one sitting for
specific colors or tasks
 cover palette in foil and put in freezer to
use another day, especially useful for
touchups later
Pictured here are some flesh mixes.

Small marks on the paper show where I tested brush flow.
Blending brush on left, painting brush on right

Mixing Fleshtones
Loading the Palette
Mix on the palette:
 basic flesh color, then
 highlight,
 darker medium color, then
 Darkest shades
Add some separate brown madder alizarin and sepia along with white to be available
to add as you paint.

This illustrates a basic approach to mixing on a palette with some color suggestions.
I like using a toothpick to mix the colors into
one large “puddle”. I avoid using a brush to
initially make my color mixes, however, as
work progresses I may use brush to draw
paint into the edges of the main mix to “fine
tune” it.
For a well-weathered or Asiatic face darker in value, add more Mars brown and some
burnt sienna to the base color.

Painting Fleshtones
After the eyes, I paint the face before
anything else on a figure. However, having
the surrounding areas at least undercoated
helps in determining the final values of your
flesh tones.
The Wet on Wet Technique on the Face
The “Wet on Wet” technique means
painting the face and other flesh areas in one
sitting by applying first a thin base coat over
the entire area. This is a different technique
from “Blocking” which consists of blocking in
separate areas of color and then blending
13
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Painting Fleshtones and Faces with Artist Oils
(continued...)

Heroes & Villains Miniatures

MODEL SOLDIERS &
MILITARY MINIATURES
Specializing in older and
out-of-production figure kits/models

Brian Ford
Email: aford1@ec.rr.com

move any signs of brush strokes with a final,
very light use of one of your larger soft brushes.

these together. Both techniques have their
advantages and disadvantages.
Application and Blending
Once your palette is ready, apply the
base color to the face. After you’ve laid down
the basic values and contrast, use a large
soft watercolor brush for blending. This
serves both to remove excess paint and blend
at the same time.
I add alizarin crimson or dark cadmium
red to cheeks and lips after first round of
shading and before highlights, applying a
small amount directly to the figure and feathering this out with a clean blending brush.
As you paint, alternate between medium
shadows and highlights. With clean soft
brushes carefully blend and thin this initial
application. This requires a light touch and I
use a collection of soft water color brushes
devoted to this purpose.
After getting the basic values and hues,
go back and redefine by applying darker and
lighter pigment, in effect “accenting” the original application. Any problems or corrections
will be resolved at this point. Blend and re14

Accentuating Details
You can apply brown madder alizarin
and/or sepia directly to the figure and feather/blend it into the surrounding medium
shadows.
 Be careful in your blending and avoid
muddying things up by spreading shadows into surrounding areas
 Use Rembrandt’s sepia extra for the
darkest areas between the eyes, under
the chin, behind the ears, and under the
lower lip.
 Apply final highlights with pure titanium
white (not too much!)
Once the face is dry you can touch up a
few areas and feather in more highlights with
white and shadows with sepia.
Tips on Paining Hair and Facial Hair
“Five o’clock shadow” or light beard effects can be added using Payne’s gray, raw
umber, blue black, or sepia blended wet on
wet. This can also be done after figure is dry
by applying a thin glaze.
For hair and beards, apply the paint after
you’re done with the face. Shade and highlight areas of the hair as opposed to trying to
paint individual hairs. For both (head) hair
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Painting Fleshtones and Faces with Artist Oils
(continued...)

and beards you can do a wash and apply
more highlights after initial painting is dry.
For eyebrows you can paint them wet on
wet, but I usually apply them the next day
after drying.

Block Technique on Hands and Feet
For the hands and feet I use a blocking
method, first applying the shadow color between fingers and toes and then putting the
basecoat on the upper surfaces. After a little
blending I will then highlight, again with a
pure white.

AND

THE

Miscellaneous Painting Tips
Examine your work at a distance and
under different light sources away from your
work area. Indirect sunlight is very good for
detecting a yellowish or orange cast. You
don’t want your man to look like he needs to
see a doctor, quit smoking, or he spent too
long in an artificial tanning salon. Compare it
to your own skin color, other people, and photographs. Studying closely the work of well
known painters such as the Dutch masters
can be very helpful.
If the figure has dried and you are unhappy with the result, pull out your palette
and modify it. Applying a thin glaze with more
white added to the base can correct some
common problems and smooth transitions.
Carefully adding deeper shadows with sepia
or brown madder alizarin can help in achieving more contrast. Even adding a little pure
red and feathering this out around the cheeks
can give more life to a dull figure.
Besides seeing unnatural casts, one of
the biggest weaknesses I’ve seen in flesh
painting is not having enough contrast or
shading/highlighting. Think about scale effects, shadows created by hat or helmet
brims, and don’t be afraid to add some subtle
veins in the neck.
Another common mistake is shading the
lower cheeks too much, creating what has
been called the “Peter Cushing effect”. This
accentuates them to the point where the
figure may look emaciated.—D. Hoffman

A WA R D G O E S T O . . .

AWARD

“Northern Virginia Gamers (NOVAG) is one of
the Washington D.C. Metropolitan area's
oldest and most respected hobby gaming
organizations. Started in 1986, we have
consistently provided a focal point for gamers
in the Capital area for almost three decades.”
For more info on Northern Virginia Gamers,
visit their website at NOVAG.org

HMGS JOIN TODAY

YOUR MINIATURES
YOUR RULESETS
YOUR WARGAMES
YOUR SOCIETY
Visit the Historical Miniatures Gaming
Society website at HMGS.org

(CONTINUED)

Winner

Ordnance Division—Certificate of Merit

Dennis Forrest—Imperial Japanese Navy Display

Ordnance Division—Bronze Medal

Mikkel Petrich—KV-1
John Linkovania—USN Linkovania
Timothy Barb—KV-1

Ordnance Division—Silver Medal

Randy Corish—Me-163 Komet
William Herd—M4A3E8
Paul Hubbell—S-35

Ordnance Division—Gold Medal

Jim Richey—Cat D7
Robert Huettner—Panther A
Peter Espada—Merkava
Cesar Rodriguez—Tunisian Tiger
Hugh Dyarman—Holt Artillery Tractor

Best of Ordnance

Jim Richey—Holt 75

Wargame Division—Bronze Medal

David Luff—Sherman

THE MODEL CELLAR

(...continued on page 16)
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We produce a range of figures, busts,
and accessories with a special interest
in The Great War, 1914-1918
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AND

THE

A WA R D G O E S T O . . .
AWARD

John Jefferies

Winner

Fantasy/Sci-Fi Painters Division—Bronze Medal

Dennis Forrest—Mariel Ying

Fantasy/Sci-Fi Painters Division—Silver Medal

Ken O’Conner—Burning Godzilla
Tim Barb—Miss Kitty
Harry Crossley—Prince of Wallachia

Fantasy/Sci-Fi Painters Division—Gold Medal

Jim Sisk—Left Behind
James Eicker—T. Rex
Jim Richey—Joe Cassidy

Fantasy/Sci-Fi Open Division—Bronze Medal

Dennis Forrest—Donna Pun

Fantasy/Sci-Fi Open Division—Silver Medal

Phil Villanueva—Dinner Time
Zack Becker—River Troll

Fantasy/Sci-Fi Open Division—Gold Medal

William Herd—Die, Green Skin!

Best of Fantasy / Science Fiction

William Herd—Die, Green Skin!

Gundam Painters Division—Certificate of Merit

Kevin O’Conner—SD-HI-Noi

Gundam Painters Division—Bronze Medal

Rhen Horton—HG Leo

Gundam Painters Division—Silver Medal

Justin Carmine—SD Resie Zaka

Gundam Painters Division—Gold Medal

Jon Baer—Sazabi

Gundam Open Division—Silver Medal

Kevin O’Conner—Paratrooper Attack
Justine Carmine—MG EZ8
Orest Lucin—Sazabi in the City
Ryan Berger—Duel Ground Type

Gundam Open Division—Gold Medal

Nick Strocchia—Jagd Doga Custom
David Stewart—MSA-003-Nemo

Diorama Division—Bronze Medal

Len Russo—WWI MG Team
Randy Corish—DVR Ram
Dean Hoffman—Germany 1944

Diorama Division—Silver Medal

Michael Pierce—The Last Embrace
Robert Prokop—”OK, We’ll Go!”
Jim Richey—Pirate Gold
Rick Sanders—Robber Barons
William Herd—French Indochina

Diorama Division—Gold Medal

David Vickers—Display
David Hoffman—Rocroi, 1643
Robert Huettner—Waiting for orders

Birch Tree Enterprises
First Choice in Display Bases

(CONTINUED)

Phone: (516) 662-5281 E-mail: birchtreejohn@aol.com

Mike Fleckenstein
Photographer
mikefphoto.com
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The NCMSS 58th Annual Washington Show
by David

Hoffman

The NCMSS 58th Annual Washington
Show was held Saturday, September 7.
The club thanks everyone who attended,
making this one of our most successful
shows to date.
Attendance was up over last year.
The new venue at the Springfield Hilton
garnered rave reviews from many of the
attendees and feedback on the show
overall was positive. The level and diversity of exhibition entries was superb and
inspiring. Pictures of most of the entries
are available on our webpage here.
Some of our friends and members
south of D.C. were impacted by hurricane Dorian and unfortunately could not
make the show. Even with that setback,
we still had 39 registered exhibitors
along with another 190 attendees (which
was an increase over last year). This
year’s show, most importantly, was an
opportunity to promote the hobby, engage with old friends, and make new
ones...not to mention pick up a few
items from our vendors.
As mentioned earlier this issue, our
generous sponsors helped make this
show a resounding success and put the
club in a great position to have an even
better show at the same venue next
year! Our tentative date for the 59th
Annual Washington Show is September
26, 2020.
As usual, the show was kicked off by
the presentation of the colors by the
Young Marines, and Commander Burt
Thompson led the attendees in the
Pledge of Allegiance. The exhibit area
was larger than in some recent shows,
allowing exhibitors to spread out some.
We had the benefit of an additional
room that housed our Northern Virginia
Gamers contingent, always a valuable
add to the show with gaming demonstrations. Some of our Young Marines had
fun learning from the gamers.

Special thanks to the Young Marines for kicking off the festivities with
precision and patriotic class.

The new venue at the Hilton in Springfield, VA.

The venue’s large exhibit area at the start as entries begin to arrive.
The Artist Preservation Group table was a welcome addition
to the show. Thank you Mike Stelzel!

Views of the vendor tables at the start of the show

Views of the vendor tables at the start of the show
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The NCMSS 58th Annual Washington Show (cont…)

People’s Choice—Best of Show (above and left)
David Vickers, “Victory and Contempt”

18

Other partner clubs also participated with displays and club information,
including The Northern Virginia Modelers
(IPMS), Artist Preservation Group (APG),
Washington Ship Model Society, Maryland Automotive Modelers' Association
(MAMA), the Armor Modeling and Preservation Society (AMPS) club, the Northern
Virginia NTRAK club (model trains), and
the Army Historical Foundation.
The vendor tables were full of modeling supplies, references, figures, and
scale models of various genres. This
year’s participants included James L.
Pratt, Birch Tree Enterprises, AeroArt
International Inc., Doug’s Closet, The
Model Cellar, S & J Hobbies, Minutemen
Toy Soldiers, MicroWorld Games LLC,
and WarStore Models. A special treat his
year was the numerous flea market tables that had a very nice selection of
figures and reference materials!
We’ve included a selection of photos of some of the exhibits at this year’s
show. Mike Fleckenstein was once again
our show’s official photographer. Thank
you Mike! Additional photos include
those taken by Jim Richey and a few by
Darci Hoffman.
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The NCMSS 58th Annual Washington Show (cont…)
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The NCMSS 58th Annual Washington Show (cont…)
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The NCMSS 58th Annual Washington Show (cont…)
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The NCMSS 58th Annual Washington Show (cont…)

Detail, Quality and Authenticity
Since 1893

The Lost Battalion
History in Miniatures
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Club website:
ncmssclub.org
Club Facebook:
NCMSS

B AC K P AG E
2019 NCMSS Officers
Commanding Officer
Burt Thompson 907-957-0607
thompsonnu84@gmail.com
Executive Officer
gyrinejoe@aol.com

Joe Bles

301-490-6769

Adjutant
David Hoffman
bpchasseur@comcast.net
Paymaster
Darci Hoffman
dkdickens-h@comcast.net

240-912-6499

240-912-6499

Show Chairman
Burt Thompson 907-957-0607
Thompsonnu84@gmail.com
Vendor Chairman Grant Berry 301-829-6110
Granthberry@aol.com
Webmaster
Mike Fleckenstein 540-498-0162
modlrfleck@yahoo.com
Dispatch Editor
David Hoffman
bpchasseur@comcast.net

240-912-6499

2019

Advertising Policy
The Dispatch does not accept paid
advertising; but will accept, without
obligation and on a “first come-first
served” + space available contingency,
business cards or ads for miniature, toy
soldier, plastic model and similar shows
submitted by NCMSS members of other
clubs, associations, or businesses that
the NCMSS has an association with.
Ads for shows must be submitted by
the 15th of the month for a show scheduled for the following month. Business
cards may be submitted for continuous
running, subject to space availability.
Members may also submit sale/want
ads as desired. Ads or business cards in
compliance with this policy and printed
in The Dispatch do not represent an
official endorsement by the NCMSS.;
nor does NCMSS endorse specific
shows or vendors.

2019
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